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ABSTRACT
Mathematical notation is a key analytical resource for science and
technology. Unfortunately, current math-aware search engines re-
quire LATEX or template palettes to construct formulas, which can
be challenging for non-experts. Also, their indexed collections are
primarily web pages where formulas are represented explicitly
in machine-readable formats (e.g., LATEX, Presentation MathML).
The new MathDeck system searches PDF documents in a portion
of the ACL Anthology using both formulas and text, and shows
matched words and formulas along with other extracted formulas
in-context. In PDF, formulas are not demarcated: a new indexing
module extracts formulas using PDF vector graphics information
and computer vision techniques. For non-expert users and visual
editing, a central design feature of MathDeck’s interface is formula
‘chips’ usable in formula creation, search, reuse, and annotation
with titles and descriptions in cards. For experts, LATEX is supported
in the text query box and the visual formula editor. MathDeck is
open-source, and our demo is available online.
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Figure 1: A user searches for a Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) model using conditional probability. They do not
remember the model name, just the general form of the for-
mula. This information need is represented by the query
“language model 𝑃 (𝑋 |𝑥)".

1 INTRODUCTION
Math-aware search has been of growing interest for the academic
community due to its application in many fields of science and
technology [8, 9, 13, 15, 23]. Standard text-based search engines
such as Google, Bing, or DuckDuckGo provide limited support
for math formula search: formulas are treated as plain text. This
limits a user’s ability to locate a formula in a collection, or to find
similar or related formulas and associated information. A number
of math-aware search engines that support formulas in queries such
as Approach Zero [24] and Zentralblatt Math1 require using LATEX
to enter formulas. This presents a challenge for non-experts, who
may be both unfamiliar with LATEX and identify a formula primarily
by appearance rather than mathematical content [22].

Available math-aware search engines generally index content
in web sites where formulas are represented explicitly using LATEX
or MathML markup, making extraction reliable (e.g., Wikipedia or
Math Stack Exchange). However, many PDF documents also contain
formulas – particularly in the educational and technical literatures
(e.g., math textbooks and research papers). Unfortunately, formulas
are not demarcated in PDF [20]. Search engines generally convert
PDFs to plain text for indexing, making formula extraction and
retrieval unreliable.

In this demonstration we present an updated version of the Math-
Deck math-aware search interface [7, 17] shown in Figure 1, along
with newmodules for formula search in PDF documents. MathDeck
is designed for easy-to-use retrieval with text and formulas, and
to accommodate both math experts and non-experts. A focus of

1Zentralblatt uses MathWebSearch [10] as its search engine
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Figure 2: After browsing results for the query in Figure 1, the user sees a more concrete formula that they export to the canvas
for editing/refinement. Formulas may also be entered directly or edited using handwriting and dropping formula chips.

MathDeck’s design is closely integrating formula editing with cre-
ating search queries and re-using formulas found in search results.
MathDeck is open-source, and our demo is available online.2

To better integrate formula reuse and editing within query for-
mulation, we present a new query bar where formulas are entered
using both raw LATEX and formula chips (see Figure 2). Chips are
made using a combination of visual editing operations, handwrit-
ing, other formula chips, and LATEX. Chips can be dragged, copied,
saved as images, and annotated in ‘concept cards’ with a title and
description. Also, our new search results pages highlight matching
formulas and terms in PDF pages (see Figure 1), and allow users to
browse and export formulas for use in queries and users’ documents
(e.g., using the LATEX embedded in chips).

Math formula extraction from PDF documents is performed us-
ing a combination of PDF vector graphics drawing instructions
and computer vision techniques [6, 20]. For our first test collection,
we have crawled the publicly available ACL Anthology of Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP) research papers, which provides a
complete BibTeX database for archived papers along with PDFs.3

We believe that MathDeck and similar systems will help expert
and non-expert users find and share mathematical information in
PDFs and other sources more easily, through (1) UI designs that
tightly integrate formula editing, search, reuse, and annotation,
and (2) formula extraction modules for PDFs and other formats
where formulas are still generally inaccessible (e.g., videos [5]).
We aim to make expressing navigational queries with formulas
and looking up unfamiliar notation easier, and to better support
more complex sensemaking activities, such as for coursework and
literature reviews. Further, we believe these benefits will be seen in
practice within a couple of years’ time.

2 RELATEDWORK
Formula input. Some interfaces such as Zentralblatt Math provide
a text input field that supports LATEX, rendering the query below
the input. Wolfram Alpha and Symbolab provide a query input
2https://people.rit.edu/ma5339/mathdeck_landing/
3https://aclanthology.org

where templates for math expressions (exponents, logarithms, frac-
tions, etc) can be added from pallettes to construct the query. Other
systems such as Approach Zero [24] permit LATEX entry for for-
mulas surrounded by dollar signs ($), which are rendered as they
are entered. SearchOnMath [18] is similar, but demarcates LATEX
formulas using \( and \), and provides a formula template palette
and renders the query above the search box. The Digital Library of
Mathematical Functions (DLMF) [16] has a query language similar
to LATEX, with support for binary operators (e.g., (x OR t)ˆ3).

MathDeck’s new query bar supports LATEX, with a rendered view
below the input and LATEX indicated by dollar signs. To support for-
mula re-use and visual formula editing, we also include a function-
ality similar to the predefined templates in Wolfram and Symbolab,
which is the support for copying or dropping formula chips into the
query bar. Chips are created using operations on a canvas (see Fig-
ure 2). Unlike static palette-style menus, chips may be dynamically
created, combined, and edited. Chips are automatically stored and
made available in the interface as they are created, with options to
favorite chips and to annotate them in formula concept cards [7].

Formula hits. Systems such as ApproachZero and SearchOn-
Math show matched formulas by highlighting their bounding box
in rendered HTML. We extend this functionality by both highlight-
ing matches, and also making formulas exportable to the editing
canvas along with an associated chip for later reuse.

Formula extraction in PDF. Most math-aware search engines
index web pages that represent math in explicit markup languages
such as LATEX or MathML, making extraction straight-forward [23].
In PDF graphic regions are not identified, and so detection tech-
niques must be applied. An early system for extracting graphics
from PDF documents was proposed by Chao [3], traversing PDF
files to identify relationships between content elements, and then
classifying elements as graphics or text. Extraction of figures has
been an area of focus here, for example in Physics-related docu-
ments [19] using PDF commands that produce figures. Academic
publishers including Springer and Elsevier allow users to access
figures present in documents, and the Semantic Scholar system
presents extracted figures in online paper summaries [4].

https://people.rit.edu/ma5339/mathdeck_landing/
https://aclanthology.org
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Sorge et al. did early work in extracting math formulas from PDF
[2, 21]; in our work, symbols in PDFs are extracted using the Sym-
bolScraper tool [20] which removes the need for OCR to identify
symbols when formulas are represented by PDF vector graphics
drawing instructions. However, the lack of formula demarcation in
PDFs led us to use a visual detector for formulas in rendered page
images, a modified Single Shot Detector [6] (a neural network),
and then recognize formula structure from PDF symbols where
available, and otherwise directly from formula images [3].

MathDeck. The previous version of MathDeck [7] introduced a
novel multi-modal visual formula editor. A canvas allows formulas
to be created using chips, handwriting, LATEX, and structure edit-
ing operations for symbols and selected subexpressions. Editing
operations include deletion, copying, replacement, and insertion
of chips or LATEX at locations around individual symbols (e.g., as a
superscript; see Fig 2). Chips with common symbols and structures
are provided in a palette, along with a collection of formulas from
Wikipedia stored in formula concept cards [17]. ’Wiki cards’ also
provide a simple form of autocompletion, showing similar formulas
as formulas are entered. We have refactored the query bar, pro-
vided a new search results view, and added the ability to search
PDF collections for this demonstration. Previously, MathDeck only
generated query strings passed to external search engines (e.g.,
Approach Zero, DLMF, Google, etc.).

3 UPDATED SEARCH INTERFACE
Query bar: A primary goal of MathDeck is providing an easy-to-
use interface for searching mathematical information. Hence, the
way users expresses their information needs (i.e., input a query) is
crucial. A user-friendly query bar is needed for users to communi-
cate queries comfortably, regardless of their expertise.

Our refactored query bar provides two views: a raw text input
and a rendered view. The text input allows users to construct queries
by entering text and math expressions in LATEX surrounded by dollar
signs ($). Below this, a second view shows the query with formulas
in chips that may be edited by dragging a chip to the canvas, or
using the pencil icon in the context menu accessed by clicking on
a chip (see Figure 2). Changes made to query chips on the canvas
are synchronized with the original chip. Chips can also be dropped
anywhere in the text input box to insert a formula. Chip operations
from the previous version are still available (delete, download, add
to favorites, editing, etc). Since queries may not fit on the screen in
a single-line view, an expandable query bar is available to the user
(see Figure 2): raw-text input is shown at left, and its rendering at
right, similar to commercial LATEX editors such as Overleaf.4

Result visualization and navigation: Previous searching ca-
pabilities of MathDeck were limited to external search engines.
We developed a new slide-out window for examining and interact-
ing with PDF search results. To help users recognize and browse
through relevant documents, results should be easy to scan and
navigate. Each matched document is initially shown as a small page
window with formulas and/or text shown for the highest scoring
page of the PDF; in this way, users can see hits in-context while
scrolling through search results. Hits can be expanded to show com-
plete PDF pages, also revealing navigation buttons used to reach

4https://www.overleaf.com/

other pages matched in the document. To organize search results,
we designed an expandable search panel capable of showing results
for multiples queries, providing a simple search history mecha-
nism (see Figure 1). Search results may be sorted by decreasing
relevance score for a document page, and ascending/descending by
publication year.

Matches are visualized using highlighting of bounding boxes for
both text (in blue) and formulas (in yellow). Highlighted formulas
may be converted to a chip, and sent to the editing canvas. This al-
lows users to construct new queries from formulas in search results.
A button to show all extracted formulas on a page is also available.
When clicked, unmatched formulas are highlighted in gray, and
can also be extracted to a chip. Chips may also be downloaded as
an image that can be reused as a chip, and added to a favorites list.

4 MULTIMODAL SEARCH ENGINE
Our search engine indexes mathematical expressions and plain
text from PDF documents. For this demonstration, we have indexed
90,810 pages from 11,021 conference papers and abstracts in the ACL
Anthology for the years 1952 through 2005. The collection contains
463,050 detected formulas. Part of our open source extraction and
indexing system is a module that downloads the current version of
the ACL Anthology BibTeX database, along with associated PDF
files identified in the BibTeX file.

We use an updated formula extraction pipeline described in
[20], along with text and formula indexing modules to index the
collection. Figure 3 illustrates the extraction and indexing pipeline
used for math formulas and text. The search engine is implemented
in OpenSearch, using separate indexes for text and formulas.

Formula extraction:We extract locations for both formula and
plain text from PDF documents. Three main tools are used in the
extraction pipeline: (1) SymbolScraper extracts locations for both
text and graphics from PDF files by intercepting the PDF rendering
pipeline [20]; (2) ScanSSD-XYc locates bounding boxes of the formu-
las using visual features, applying a convolutional neural network
in windows from the document image [6]; and (3) QD-GGA takes
locations of formulas and PDF symbols where available to parse the
hierarchical structure of the formula using a convolutional neural
network [12]. The system produces Presentation MathML, which is
converted to LATEX. Using QD-GGA allows us to recognize formu-
las both from provided PDF symbols when they are available and
reliable, and purely image-based recognition otherwise (e.g., for
older documents with noisy or missing OCR information). The end
product of this process is a Page-Region-Object Table (PROTable),
a TSV file identifying regions in a document along with related in-
formation: in this case, the formula and character/symbol locations
(bounding boxes) in their respective documents.

Because ScanSSD-XYc and QD-GGA use PNG page images, they
must be rendered for every page in every indexed document. QD-
GGA also uses an inefficient representation for the connected com-
ponents (CCs) sent to the GPU for parsing, preventing multiple
large-sized formulas from fitting into a single batch. Currently, the
speed of the parser is the main bottleneck for extraction. Indexing
takes between 24 and 36 hours across 3 machines, two of which
have 4 Nvidia 2080 GPUs, one of which has 2 Nvidia 1080 GPUs. To
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Figure 3: Indexing formulas and text. Page-Region-Object Ta-
bles (i.e., PROTable TSV files) record formula locations (from
ScanSSD-XYc), symbol locations (SymbolScraper), and Pre-
sentation MathML for extracted formulas (QD-GGA). Sym-
bolScraper also provides word locations, and paper metadata
(e.g., titles) is taken from ACL-provided BibTeX data.

date, our detector and parser have been trained using isolated for-
mulas without matrix or tabular structures, and on relatively small
collections and formula sizes, resulting in some missed and split
formulas, and skipping very large formulas during indexing. We
plan to address these limitations in future versions of the system.

Indexing:Both formulas and text are indexed usingOpenSearch.5
Once the final PROTable files have been created by QD-GGA, for-
mulas are indexed using an improved version of MathPHOC [11].
‘PHOC’ stands for Pyramidal Histogram of Characters, which was
originally devised for word spotting in handwritten text [1]. Math-
PHOC uses binary vectors to represent the location of symbols
in formulas using a pyramid of equal-sized partitions (e.g., whole
formula, left/right, left/center/right, etc.). We used an R10 configu-
ration, which captures symbol locations using between 1 and 10
equally-spaced concentric rectangles, producing 55 overlapping
regions (

∑10
𝑖=1 𝑖 = 10(11)/2 = 55). A 55-bit vector is then produced

for each symbol in a formula, which are indexed as 64-bit integers.
We build our text index by taking the symbol data obtained

through SymbolScraper, and indexing each page as its own docu-
ment with fields for body text, title, author(s), year, publisher, ACL
anthology document URL, file name, page number, and the doc-
ument identifier. Locations for text words are stored in a nested
map, where document identifiers map to pages, which then map to
the words on a page, which finally maps to a list of bounding box
locations for the word on a specific document page. These map-
ping allow us to render 2D bounding boxes over matched words

5https://opensearch.org/

on PDF pages. These mappings are stored as JSON files, and loaded
as required at query time.

Retrieval:We perform retrieval using two inverted indices: one
for text and one for formulas. A query is split up into text tokens
and a list of formulas represented by LATEX and chips in MathDeck.
For example, consider this query:

If I have a tf term of 𝑤𝑑,𝑡 = 1 + 𝑙𝑛(𝑓𝑑,𝑡 )

how do I apply my idf term of 𝑤𝑞,𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛

(
𝑁
𝑓𝑡
+ 1

)
?

becomes “If I have a tf term of how do I apply my idf term of?" and
two formula terms, represented in LATEX as $w_{d,t}=$ and
$w_{q,t}=ln\left(\frac{N}{f_{t}}+1\right)$. For the text we
use a built-in OpenSearch BM25 function to score pages. The two
formula terms are rendered as SVG from their LaTeX using Math-
Jax,6 and PHOCs are generated from symbol locations in the SVG
files. PHOC postings for query symbols are retrieved from the for-
mula inverted index, and then retrieved formulas are scored by
cosine similarity over their associated PHOC vectors [11].

Individual formula search results are then grouped by document
and page. The top formula score for each query term on each page
is summed and multiplied by a constant 𝛼 , set to 3, and added to
the the text score for that page. Finally, the document score is set
to the highest scoring page in that document.

For visualizing search results, when sending search results back
to MathDeck, we attach the associated location data from the Sym-
bolScraper maps for text, and from PRO tables for formulas.

5 CONCLUSION
Our demonstration allows users to try an updated MathDeck search
engine that can search PDFs in the ACL Anthology using formulas
and text. For this demonstration we have created a tool to download
ACL anthology data, an improved math formula extraction pipeline,
and a new indexing pipeline for text and formulas in PDF docu-
ments. We have also updated the MathDeck search interface to be
more flexible and user-friendly: the search box now supports both
text terms and formulas entered using a combination of raw LATEX
and structure editing operations organized around formula chips.
Search results show the precise location of words and formulas
matching the query on PDF pages, and formulas seen in search
results may be saved directly to chips.

In the future, we plan to index the complete ACL Anthology and
IR Anthology7 collections, improve our formula extraction pipeline,
strengthen the multimodal retrieval model (e.g., through the use of
embeddings [14]), improve the MathDeck interface, and look into
adapting MathDeck for other domains, such as chemistry.
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